
The Desk Universe 
 

Introduction 
 

About four decades ago, there was an accident in the Applied Counter-Inveterate Mathematics Department of East 
West Mountain College. Miss Citrine Li, then a lowly graduate researcher, accidentally annihilated a ball of space about 
two metres across. The only casualties were Miss Li’s desk and the majority of a nearby chalkboard, both of which 

were obliterated from existence. 
 

Whilst vanishings, sublimations, teleportations, etc. aren’t an entirely unknown occurrence in the College, the ACIM 
Department is known more for its impossibly boring lectures* than its magical misadventures. Obviously the event 
caused a tremendous initial stir, though now, forty years later, the perfectly spherical hole has been cleaned up, and 

the whole mess has since been totally plastered over and mostly forgotten. Miss Li graduated with honours, had a 
chunk of her fellowship revoked in order to pay for damages, and is now Mathematician-At-Arms Doctor Citrine Li, 
head of the ACIM Department. 

 
Ghost stories abound in highly magical places, so rumours concerning the side effects of Doctor Li’s unusual mishap 

have lingered through the intervening years. A handful of researchers to this day complain that in the hours before a 
storm breaks, when the room is almost completely silent save for the patient scratching of pen-nibs, you can 
sometimes hear what sounds very much like a tiny hurricane. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
--- 
 
*You might be underestimating this. East West Mountain College enjoys annual monetary donations from a variety of powerful actors. Each 
seeks to fund research to weaponise the unfathomably mind-numbing lectures of senior ACIM faculty. 

 



Setting Notes 
 

In shorthand, this dungeon will be referred to as The Desk Universe. The Desk Universe, which in truth contains not 
only a research desk but also three quarters of a blackboard, is a dungeon that can be presented to adventurers of any 

level. It is a self-contained dungeon about two meters wide that has no time pressure or narrative effect on the greater 
world, and therefore should be used as an aside rather than as part of a larger overarching plot. 
 

When Doctor Li goofed up her research forty years ago, several things happened simultaneously: 
 

▪ A Cacomathematical** Proof that Doctor Li had written on her chalkboard interacted with a graffiti hex 

engraved on the underside of the desk by a bored student, opening a delayed-reaction gate spell.        
▪ Her desk and most of a nearby chalkboard were teleported to a null-space between planes, wherein they 

became a self-contained dimension. 
▪ The magical quirks that created this event drenched the new dimension in an immense amount of magical 

radiation, and compressed time to pass 100,000 times faster than it does in the material plane. 

▪ Due to the background radiation and the tremendous amount of time that has passed since, several factions 
of sentient beings have emerged from the scattered artifacts that were on Doctor Li’s desk. 

 

The only truly solid objects in the Desk Universe exist either on the desk or the chalkboard. Peering down over the 
edge of these two objects creates an immediate feeling of brain-scraping vertigo, as the sky above and below the Desk 

Universe is a tangle of brown-and-white warps which pulse evilly when observed for too long. There is no “falling off” 
of The Desk Universe- the entire universe is a hypersphere, so the floor wraps around to make the ceiling as well. 
Anything that travels to the sky below the desk or the chalkboard will slam back into the top of the desk. 

 
There’s a constant source of light, and it’s a lovely temperature, but it’s not exactly clear how either of these conditions 
are facilitated. If the players ask, handwave it (decaying magical radioactive particles, energy released by sufficiently 

powerful mathematical proofs, etc.) 
 

The combination of intense inherent magical field and extreme time acceleration have resulted in the emergence of 
three distinct forms of sentient life within The Desk Universe. These life forms each emerged from distinct sources: 
the chalk that was left on the desk by Doctor Li, three Cacomathematical Proofs that were written on the chalkboard, 

and some mould that was present on a sandwich that was also on the desk. All three life forms have lumped 
themselves into different factions, and occupy different parts of the Desk Universe.  

 
This dungeon is supposed to be a fun, unusual roleplaying event, rather than a serious, dark one.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
--- 
 
**Cacomathematics is the demonic mathematics that makes calculating things difficult. It is, amongst other things, the mathematics of trying to 
figure out where your monthly budget goes, or the event that happens when you do the same problem twice and get two different answers. 



Getting started 
 

Regardless of how the player hear about “That Weird Thing in the Applied Counter-Inveterate Mathematics 
Department”, they’ll need some way of actually entering The Desk Universe itself. The simplest starting point would 

be to have the party hired as a disposable waste disposal team by the ACIM Department. 
 
Mathematician-at-Arms Doctor Citrine Li is facing tremendous budgetary pressures from both the College and her 

donors. Her work to create a system that studies continuous change has not been met with the fanfare she expected. 
Similarly, her donors are interested in neither the differential nor integral branches of her work, and are pressing her 
to expedite the Department’s research on either perfecting the pocket-trebuchet or The Equation That Makes People’s 

Eyes Melt. The setbacks faced by both teams, combined with the persistent stories that the ACIM building is haunted, 
have left her highly-strung. 

 
When Doctor Li hires the party as a Disposable Waste Disposal team, she will do so specifically because she is not 
willing to lose any more of her caretakers to maddening or eye-melting events. She will provide them a succinct but 

truthful mission brief- the party will be hired to investigate a room which had a localised matter disappearance some 
forty years ago. Specifically, she wants them to spend a night in the room, investigate any strangeness that arises, and 
in the morning break all the remaining furniture into kindling and purge the room of any potential magic. Her 

explanation will be brief, and she will offer no further details, as she is a busy woman.  
 

The story starts in the first minute of when the party arrives, when they hear what sounds like a very small piece of 
chalk being broken in half. 
 

Any investigation of the room will highlight a desk which has a specific glyph matrix drawn on it. Upon closer inspection, 
a sufficiently attentive party member will note that the glowing matrix is actually hovering a few millimetres above  
the desk. One of the glyphs is glowing green, while the others are much darker.  

 

 



The matrix as is won’t mean anything to the party, but let them muck about with it or make some speculations. If any 
of the other players investigates anything else in the room, they will find the following written on a scrap of paper: 

 

Gates And Theyr Hygher Applycatyons 
 

Fyrst, start wyth blue 
Yf there ys no blue, green wyll do. 
 

Yf dragons lye upon all corners, 
Take the glyph up fyve forward  

 
Yf death approaches whyle poyntyng left 
Move one space up, and two northwest 

 
Yf two chyckens myght wear a crown, 

Shyft one rune up, and then two down 
 
Yf the centre pyts knyght on wyght, 

But one square up- and then two ryght. 

 
The riddle is a series of if/then statements, but the only statement that is true is the second option. If the party follows 

the instructions correctly, they should end up touching the door glyph. Any other answer will inflict minor psychic 
damage to the party member attempting to solve the puzzle. 
 

Upon touching the door glyph, the entire room begins to vibrate, and the party finds themselves rooted in place. The 
first party member to speak is struck by a wave of cacomathematical energy, and is secretly given the following 

problem to solve: 
 

 

 
A) If γ = 

 

 
 

Prove γ is rational. 

 
The first party member cannot discuss the problem directly with any other party member. If another party member 
asks to assist the first party member, secretly give them following problem to solve: 

 

B) If a cart leaves the city going 3 miles an hour and 
a second cart leaves the city two hours later 

travelling at 5 miles an hour, how long will it 
take for the second cart to catch the first cart? 

 

The second party member cannot discuss the problem directly with any other party member.  If any other party 
member asks to assist the second party member, secretly give them the following problem to solve: 
 

C) What is the square root of 9? 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



Answers to the questions are as follows: 
 

A) Not solvable.  
B) 5 
C) 3, or -3 

 

 
If any of the players give the correct answer to any of their problems, the entire party is immediately thrown into the 

Desk Universe, on a foaming tide of maths and gamma rays. 
 
When the players land in the Desk Universe, they are placed in an environment where time occurs at 100,000 times 

the speed of the normal universe (meaning very little time will pass between when they arrive and when they leave),  
and they will be shrunk down to about a centimetre tall.  

 
Immediately in front of them is the huge flat plane of The Desk, a vast expanse of featureless wood interspersed with 
a handful of obvious landmarks- a strange hill of scrawled sticky notes, some sort of huge rectangular structure that 

looks a lot like a chalkboard eraser, and an obviously decomposing castle in the distance. On the horizon is the looming  
presence of what appears to be a titanic chalkboard, coated in storm-roiling equations and symbols.  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



Dungeon Areas 
 

Area 1: The Desk (Social Encounter) 
 

The Desk is the largest piece of territory within the Desk Universe, and is ruled by the Chalk Golems. As the players will 
be deposited on one corner of the Desk, it is likely that the Chalk Golems will be the first monsters that the players 
encounter. Due to the peculiar geometries of the Desk Universe, attempting to escape the Golems by fleeing off of 

the edge of the Desk will result in players falling into the ceiling, then hitting the Desk again at meteorite velocity (this 
will not immediately obliterate the player, due to their small size. The Golems, who have been here a very long time, 
are able to calculate with a high certainty where the player will land, and will be waiting for them).  

 
Chalk Golems range in height between a millimetre and two centimetres tall. They have stout limbs, limited 

imagination, and the strength and tenacity of mountains. They are generally white or yellow, and can neither 
reproduce nor grow. The Golems all speak whatever languages were common in East West Mountain College, though 
do so in slow, funeral tones. 

 
The gang of Chalk Golems that arrives to inspect their sudden appearance of the party in the Desk Universe will be 
outraged and disgusted by the players, as they have never witnessed any form of life similar to the party (unless one 

of the party member is a giant fly). Most of them will cough-vomit chalk dust in disgust at the grotesque bodies of the 
players. This initial cultural shock may be the impetus that will cause the party to fight the Golems. 

 
In combat, the Golems have three main methods of attacking the players- bludgeoning them with their stony fists, 
creating blinding clouds of chalk dust, and scrawling rudimentary spell glyphs on the desk itself.  Golems cannot truly 

die, they simply break into smaller and smaller golems when they take enough damage. If the Golems defeat the party,  
or if they can choke down their disgust long enough to have a conversation with the players,  they will bring them to 
their leader, Orez Tapots.  

 
Orez is the largest Chalk Golem, and towers over the players due to her colossal three centimetre height. She rules 

from atop The Felt, a holy icon of the Chalk Golems. The Felt is Doctor Li’s discarded chalkboard eraser, which was left 
on the Desk. Being placed under The Felt is a death sentence for any creature that is made of chalk- in the Desk 
Universe, this includes all Chalk Golems and Cacomathematical Proofs. Anything else crushed under the Felt (including 

the party) will take one point of damage. Unless convinced otherwise by a smooth-talking party member, Orez will 
attempt to execute the party by squishing them under The Felt.  

 
Once it has been established the players are immune to being destroyed by The Felt, Orez  will speak to them in private. 
Although astonished at the players’ heretical immunity to The Felt, and the new knowledge that there are other forms 

of life, she can be convinced by a sufficiently charming player to explain anything the party wishes to know about the 
Desk, the Sandwich, the Chalkboard, or their respective denizens. She will teach the party about the gloomy 
peacefulness of the Mouldmen and Bakhshali, as well as the viciousness of the Cacomathematical Proofs and their 

Triumvirate. 
 

Orez ’s plan is to capture a powerful Cacomathematical Proof and use one of their bodies to summon a Gate back to 
the material plane. She’s been working on this plan for close to 250,000 years, and is convinced she can make it work. 
 

Golems don’t build houses, and spend most of their time in quiet meditation. As a result, the ‘village’ surrounding the 
Felt is actually comprised of relaxing Golems. Golems spend most of their time pondering mathematical truths, but 
secretly love developing jokes. Even over a few million years of constant evolution, Golem humour-technology is 

somewhat lacking. If the party is able to tell a sufficiently funny joke, they will be able to gain the trust of the Golems.  
 

Golem jokes 

“What do you call a Cacomathematical Proof with no I?” “A Cacomathematcal proof.” 

“Who is the roundest Cacomathematical knight?” “Sir cumference.” 

“Why are the Mouldmen so good at magic?” “They have a sand-witch”. 

 

The Golems have no clothes and use no equipment, so they have no loot to give. If the party can gain the trust of the 
Golems, a small (pocket-sized, even in this universe) Golem named Gnihton Mehtevig will ask to travel with them. 
 



Area 2: The Sandwich (Environmental Encounter) 
 

The players will have to travel through the realm of The Sandwich in order to leave the Desk and climb the Chalkboard. 
The Sandwich lies at a chokepoint between the Desk and the Chalkboard, and its fungal territory covers roughly one 

whole corner of the table. Its original form has been lost to time, and it has over many millions of years become the 
home of two separate forms of life: the Mouldmen, and their leader, the fly Bakhshali.  
 

Mouldmen are not as gregarious as Chalk Golems or Cacomathematical Proofs, and are squat humanoids comprised 
of sopping lumps of rot and jelly-fungus. They are squat, squelchy, and tremendously strong. Their immense strength 
allows them to repulse any attack by Golems, and their ooze-like bodies and simple minds protect them from attacks 

by marauding Proofs. These physical attributes, combined with the fact that they have shaped the rotting mass of the 
Sandwich into a grey, putrid fortress, has forced a million-year stalemate between the Golems and the Proofs. 

 
Getting past the Sandwich without alerting the Mouldmen sentries is virtually impossible. If the party attempts to 
travel through Sandwich territory (which is never clearly marked), the Mouldmen will descend upon them. Mouldmen 

communicate only through spores and very subtle interpretive dance, and as a result are virtually impossible to speak 
with. They do not hold grudges, but are very, very good at responding to threats.  
 

Fighting Mouldmen should generally result in a loss for the party. There are too many of them, and each Mouldman is 
a powerful entity in and of itself. After bringing immobilising rot-weaponry to bear, either in the form of mucousy 

glob-grenades or  delicate fungal web-cannons, the Mouldmen will coordinate to ensnare a party member, then toss 
him or her off the edge of the Desk, at a nonlethal angle that should result in the unfortunate individual landing 
somewhere near a tutting Chalk Golem. 

 
Sneaking past the Mouldmen, conversely, might actually work. Mouldmen sentries follow strict patrol routes, and 
characters may be able to slip into the Sandwich if they are sufficiently sly, or if the Mouldmen are distracted. Party 

members who attempt to navigate the surprisingly large innards of the Sandwich fortress will have to plumb past 
nerve-gas secreting sentries, quickmould ponds filled with volatile natural gas, and a sentient pigpen that has evolved 

from the leftover bacon of the original sandwich. Any party member that is caught by Mouldmen will be bound and 
ejected from the Sandwich. Any party member that successfully makes it to the centre of the Sandwich will find 
themselves face to face with the Mouldmen’s leader, a (comparatively) immense philosophical fly named Bakhshali.  

 
Since the dawn of their sentience, the Mouldmen have been led by Bakhshali, an immortal fly and the current 

Marchioness of Sandwich. Bakhshali is generally friendly and incredibly ancient- something about the magical radiation 
of the Desk Universe has rendered her incapable of dying from old age. She is also about twice the size of any of the 
players, so fighting her is probably a bad idea. She will tell the Mouldmen not to attack the party, if she realises that 

the party means the Sandwich no harm. Under no circumstances will Bakhshali help the party attack one of the other 
two factions- she enjoys the peace of the current entente. She spends most of her days pondering mathematical 
proofs. 

 
If asked at all about the current war between the Golems and the Proofs, she will constantly repeat the phrase: 

“Nothing will make those two happy.” 
 
Once the party has achieved Bakhshali’s trust, she will allow them free reign over the Sandwich, and will give them 

permission to pass through her realm, onto the Chalkboard. She will not give them any of the Mouldmen’s potent 
rot-weapons, but stealing arms and armour from the Mouldmen would not be difficult (though it will make 
diplomacy tricky later). 

 
Beside Bakhshali’s chambers is a small fungal grove, tended by a patient Mouldman gardener who has, against all 

odds, the ability to speak burbling Common. He specifically grows a type of disgusting, mouldering fungus that can 
generate immense and precise gusts of wind, seemingly at will. Although he currently uses this power to make 
thunderous pipe music, he is convinced that if he feeds the remains of a sufficiently powerful Chalk Golem and 

Cacomathematical Proof to his mushrooms, he will be able to make a song that tears a hole in reality. He is completely 
correct. 
 

 
 



Area 3: The Chalkboard (Combat Encounter) 
 

The Chalkboard is the home of the Cacomathematical Proofs- sentient equations that manifest like eels or snakes 
made of ghostly, high-voltage hornets. Each Proof has a beastlike head, like a cross between a horse’s skull and a sigma 

(Σ). Their bodies are seething masses of symbol-logic, which trail waste calculations like a comet-trail. At will, they can 
grow snapping fangs or vorpal-sharp talons. 
 

At the Chalkboard’s highest level lurk the three most powerful Proofs: the Triumvirate. Lesser and greater Proofs clog 
the rest of the board, constantly squabbling with, eating, or learning from each other. If the players are carrying a 
Chalk Golem corpse, they may be able to draw a staircase up the side of the Chalkboard and rapidly ascend to the 

Triumvirate, or draw weapons or equipment to help battle any belligerent Proofs. Otherwise, the party will have no 
ability to draw their way up to the top of the Chalkboard, so must deal directly with its capricious denizens. 

 
Unlike the Chalk Golems, the Proofs manifest in a tremendous variety of forms. They are emotional, high-velocity, and 
quick to argue and betray. Most Proofs want to either consume another Proof to gain more complexity or trade extant 

parts of their own algebra with other Proofs in exchange for lucky or pertinent variables. They speak every language, 
with static-peaking voices. For whatever reason, they lose potency as they stray further from the Chalkboard- if the 
Proofs were to launch a full assault on the Felt, it is likely they would all die. Here, in their home, their viper-quick bites 

and irrational claws can trouble even powerful party members. 
 

As with the Chalk Golems, the Proofs aren’t inherently hostile to the party, though it won’t take very much to set them 
off. Proofs need few reasons to fight: they are inherently volatile, find the party mind-bogglingly disgusting, and are 
quick to suspect ulterior motives. If the party fights the Proofs, they may find themselves in a variety of different 

potential combat scenarios: 
 

The party is fighting… …but at the same time… 

…entirely in two dimensions… 
…the party’s spells are being interfered with by Proofs 
casting hex-agon curses. 

…a pair of laughing Proofs, who attack the least 

intelligent party members with caustic equations… 

…the party finds themselves occasionally immobilised 

by Square Root spells. 

…a sentient mathematical lightning bolt, which moves 
almost too quickly to focus on… 

…the party can’t stop dancing to an algorhythym. 

…a five dimensional Proof, which unfolds from its 
previously tiny form into a mass nine times larger than 
expected once it reaches half health… 

…each member of the party needs to pass an 
intelligence check, or their dice rolls will be set to the 
mean of the possible outcomes of the roll. 

…a swarm of lesser Proofs, each eager to suck the ideas 
out of the party’s brain (but could be possibly 

encouraged to do the same to each other)… 

…the fight is suddenly split in two by an impassable line.  

…a Proof swarm which attempts to draw geometric 

wards around players using different parts of its body- 
if a shape is drawn, the Proof will automatically be able 
to cast a potent spell… 

…a different Proof starts using a captured Chalk Golem 
to draw hostile dopplegangers of the party. 

 
If they fight or negotiate their way to the top, the party will eventually meet the leaders of the Cacomathematical 
Proofs. The Triumvirate is composed of three separate Proofs: Positive, Negative, and Imaginary. They are more than 

happy to talk to the party, and will explain their hatred of the Golems and their plan to escape. They are planning on 
writing the largest Proof ever seen, in order to calculate how to make a Gate spell to escape, but they’ll need the body 
of the largest Chalk Golem, Orez Tapots, to write it all down. They’ve been trying to calibrate Gate spells for a few 

hundred thousand years now, but they’ve never been able to get it quite right.  



Win Conditions 
 

Best Ending 
 

If the players are paying attention, they’ll notice three important clues: 
 

1. Inverting Orez Tapots’ name reveals the phrase “stop aT zerO”.  

2. Bakhshali, the Marchioness of Sandwich, repeatedly says that “nothing will make those two happy”. 
3. The Triumvirate has no concept of zero: they represent only positive, negative, and imaginary numbers. 

 

As players are generally expected to ignore important statements, it may be worth it to subtly reinforce all or any of 
these clues. 

 
Explaining the mathematical concept of zero to the Triumvirate is the “Best Ending” for the Desk Universe. If the 
players do so, and they really explain it well, the Cacomathematical Proofs will be able to adjust their Gate spells 

correctly, and teleport back into the real world. To do so, they’ll need the help of the Chalk Golems, and will be willing 
to agree to a ceasefire in order to explain their maths to the Golems. Given the opportunity, Orez Tapots will sacrifice 
herself to allow the Proofs to use her body to write the spell, whereupon the entire Desk Universe will re-assert itself  

back into the original plane it came from, replacing whatever it was there (which should, theoretically, be nothing, but 
hey, you can use whatever it squashes to start the next campaign). 

 
In terms of prizes, if the players will demand on some tangible prize, there are a few potential reward options: 
 

1. Spells or abilities based on their exposure to the Desk Universe- for example, the ability to manifest 
mathematical nothing at a touch (Burning Hands spell, scaled to level), or the ability to cast mould rays (Magic 
Missiles), or the ability to summon a temporary army of tiny Chalk Golems to fight on the party’s behalf 

(Conjure Animal). 
2. Permanent stat boosts, based on their new understanding of cacomathematics.  

3. A tiny familiar: either a Chalk Golem, a Mouldman, or a Proof.  
 
The major problem associated with the Best Ending is the implications of introducing three new sentient life forms to 

the planet, which may or may not cause a tremendous stir in the player’s circles. Certainly, they should feel responsible 
for helping out the fledgling tribes of the Chalk Golems, Mouldmen, and Proofs.  Although each tribe will turn to 

Bakhshali for advice, it won’t take long for them to start warring with each other (or with the rest of the world).  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



Faction Endings 
 

Conversely, if the players decide that they have a preferred faction, it is entirely reasonable for them to side with a 
particular side, each of whom has a unique ‘win condition’ that will allow the party to exist the Desk Universe: 

 

 Chalk Golem Victory Mouldmen Victory Cacomathematical Proof Victory 

Faction 

Goal 

Destroy the Proofs, use their 
mathematical entrails to 

determine if escape from the 
Desk Universe is possible. 

Preserve peace, figure out a way 
of solidifying the stalemate 

between the Golems and the 
Proofs. 

Capture Orez Tapots, then use 
her chalk to write the largest 

Gate spell that has ever been 
made. 

Win 
Condition 

Kill the Triumvirate, bring at 

least one of their bodies back to 
Orez Tapots. The more 
Triumvirate corpses she has, the 

more accurate she will be able to 
make her Gate spell. 

If the gardener in the Sandwich 
is given the remains of the 
Triumvirate as well as a 

sufficiently large (two 
centimetres at least) Chalk 
Golem, he will write a song using 

his fungus. The song is potent 
enough to shred the walls of 

reality, and will act as a Gate 
spell for the players. 

Capture Orez , bring her to the 
Triumvirate. 

Escape 

Orez  will laugh maniacally as she 
summons the Gate that will 

allow her people to escape. 
Strongly suggest that the players 

are the first to escape, instead of 
the Chalk Golems. 

Bakhshali will reveal that with 
the Chalk Golem and the 
Cacomathematical Proof, she 

can reconfigure the garden to 
play a Gate spell. The gardener 

will make a piece of music that 
will allow the players to teleport 
out of the Desk Universe. 

The Triumvirate will use Orez’s 
body to cast the largest spell 

they’ve ever attempted. If the 
players are smart, they’ll be the 

first in line to jump in 
the Gate spell. 

 
 

 
 


